
1. Everything was filled out. You know

what INTAKE means? It means to

take someone in. She's filled out

the form for the facility......

What can you infer about Timothy's

mom?

She is overwhelmed

and desperate.

2. How did Timothy make his mom

cry?

He threw his family

pictures into the yard.

3. How does Timothy react to Mary's

suggestion of the state facility for

Levi?

He punches a wall.

4. How is Jose's house different from

Timothy's?

It is crowded and

chaotic, both of his

parents are present,

he has many siblings.

5. I am an island inside Jose's crazy

house. Somehow all the chaos

makes me calm. What type of

figurative language is this?

Metaphor

6. In the book House Arrest, how

much money did the Carnival of

Giving raise for Timothy's family?

$15, 248.72

7. In the book House Arrest, what did

the doctors say about Timothy's

quick thinking when Levi got sick?

They said Timothy

saved Levi's life

8. In the book House Arrest, what did

Timothy do when Levi stopped

breathing and the ambulance hadn't

arrived?

He stole the car Jose

and his dad rebuilt

9. In the book House Arrest, when

would Levi be going to see Dr.

Sawyer?

Two weeks after Tim

was put into Juvie

10. In the book House Arrest, where

did Timothy have to go after

wrecking the car on the way to the

hospital?

He had to go to Juvie

11. In the book House Arrest, who did

Timothy receive a phone call from

at the end of the book?

His Dad

12. In the book, how long did Timothy

have to keep a journal?

1 year

13. Supplies came today. I watched

Mary sort through them all, her

head-shakingness in full force. So

many things for such a little baby.

She sighed big and fake....... 

What can you infer about Mary?

She hasn't developed

an attachment to Levi.

14. What convinced Timothy's

mom to not send Levi to

the facility?

She overheard Mary calling

Levi names.

15. What does Timothy's mom

call him?

T-Man

16. What is a theme of the

story?

Choices in life have

consequences.

17. What is the name of

Timothy's probation

officer?

James

18. What point of view is the

novel told from?

First person

19. What trait best describes

Timothy?

loyal

20. What type of help does

Mary suggest Levi needs?

To live in a state facility.

21. What was a consequence

of stealing the wallet?

house arrest for a year, journal

writing, and meeting with a

parole officer weekly

22. What was an effect of

Timothy telling Mrs. B that

his family needed more

help?

They got a full time nurse,

named Mary.

23. What was the effect of

Timothy stealing the

turtle car?

He went to the Juvenile

Correctional Facility, He saved

Levi's life, and He is facing

multiple charges.

24. What were the first words

Levi said?

Mama

25. Where is the setting of

the novel?

Texas

26. Who does Timothy have a

crush on?

Isa

27. Who is telling the story,

from whose point of view,

is the story being told?

Timothy

28. Who is the doctor that

Timothy is trying to get a

hold of?

Dr. Samuel Sawyer

29. Who is the narrator of the

novel?

K.A. Holt

30. Why did Timothy steal the

wallet?

to pay for Levi's medicine for

one month
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